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Uranium in South Africa
managements and can sit neat the
HE gold mine dumps in Rand, pay-clerks when wages are being
according to tin- 'South A f r i - disbursed. Naturally, they can incan Minister lot Transport, contain fluence the jobbers and through
more uranium than any other depo- them the workers. Tims the Sangh
sits in the world, including the could be sine about its collections
The other two
Runt Jungle field in Australia's from the bonus.
1
Northern
Territory and those in unions have practically no locus
Canada. The South African Gov- standi, as far as legal proceedings
ernment is spending £50 million on are concerned. Their only approach
developing these deposits. Produc- to labour problems is through
workers themselves.
So while the
tion will start next month.

T

Human Life Priority Telegrams

A

S P E C I A L class of private telegrams has been started by the
Posts and Telegraph Department,
relating to safety to human life in
road, railway, fire, floods, electrocution, building collapse, factory
accidents, etc., as also serious physical condition or death of a person.
The public w i l l be able to send
''Priority Telegrams" in such circumstances.
Such telegrams are classed " X X X "
and receive priority in transmission
over Express telegrams.
They arc
charged for at " Express rates ' and
the sender is only entitled to mention in them the condition of the
person or persons involved in accidents or medical seizure and i n clude a request for the presence of
relatives or friends.
No special service, viz., Reply
Paid, Multiple Address, etc., is admitted in this class of telegrams except " X P " (cooly charges) and
" BP " (boat (barges) when necessary for the expeditious delivery of
this class of telegrams.

Workers' Unions Unite !

O

N Saturday last, the two lakhs
of cotton textile workers of
Bombay City received their bonus
of three months' wages. The amount
involved was about two crores of
rupees. The disbursal of this huge
amount did not escape the notice
of the workers' unions, who put in
their claim for a share in the form
of subscriptions and donations. At
present, the textile workers of the
city are organised in three different
trade unions the Congress-sponsored Rashtriya M i l l Mazdoor Sangh,
the Socialist Cotton Textile Mazdoor Sabha and the Communist
M i l l Mazdoor Union. The Sangh,
being a representative ' union w i t h in the meaning of the Industries
Disputes Act, is in a privileged position. It alone can officially take the
workers' grievances to courts and
adjudicators and virtually, it is also
the only union that has access to
the mill authorities.
The Sangh's
volunteers have access to the mill
993

Sangh merely described through
posters how it was responsible for
the rise in their earnings, the
Sabha and the Union held workers'
rallies to explain their approach to
the important problems fating the
textile workers.
It was an interesting experience
to attend the two rallies held at the
same time, within a few furlongs of
each other in the labour area, The
Communist leaders criticised the
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" capitalist " Government, roundly
abused the Socialists for their " reactionary " policy and burnt at the
meeting an effigy of the Sangh.
The Socialists pointed out that the
Government remained neutral when
the union was weak but turned
hostile when the union was strong, ,
condemned the Communists for
their opportunism and disruptive
activities, and described the Sangh
as a tool of the employers.
The
atmosphere was surcharged with
politics and economic problems
were relegated to the background.
It was a pitiable sight to see three
trade unions, dominated by d i l ferent political parties, lighting one
another instead of fighting the common adversary and finding solutions
to the economic problems that lace
the workers today.
The payment
of bonus was a splendid opportunity
for these organisations to come together and collect a sizable amount
for spending on workers' welfare.
If a single union representing all
textile workers of Bombay would
have asked the workers to contribute even one per cent of this profitbonus, the sizable amount of rupees
two lakhs could have been collected
and spent for the workers' cause.

There are happy signs that the Letter to the Editor
desirability of such a step is being
realised.
Dange stressed the need
"Heads I W i n , Tails
for trade, union unity. Asoka Mehta
Y o u Lose'" Policy
went a step further, pleading for
in A i r Transport
a single union of textile workers
without any political strings, and
the meeting of the Sabha passed a Sir,
resolution asking for the determiI am a regular reader bf your
nation of a single representative leaders, with most of which I agree.
textile trade union by a ballot. This But there are occasions
when I
welcome impulse should be followed should have liked to scratch your
to its logical conclusion.
Let the eyes out for saying wrong things or
Sangh, the Sabha and the U n i o n for omitting to say the right things,
tome together, shed their political as for instance your views on the
differences in, industrial matters and future of the steel industry and the
unite. Unreal? Yes. f But how air transport industry.
much better than the present squabAs regards air transport industry,"
bles.
have you stopped to consider why
some interests are going to be alStandard-Vacuum Refinery
lowed to retain portions of the i n HE first consignment of refinery dustry where you can charge a
material for Standard-Vacuum's passenger As 7 a mile, and the GovRefinery project has arrived in ernment and taxpayer are asked to
Bombay.
It comprises specially take on portions where a charge of
forged reinforcing steel bars requir- As 3 a mile only is possible? The
cost of operation of both intered for heavy foundation work.
national and domestic routes is
To avoid further calls on locally approximately As 4 a seat mile,
manufactured steel already in short whereas you can charge As 7 for
supply,
Standard-Vacuum
have international routes and only about
arranged to import steel required As 3 for domestic routes.
for the Refinery from abroad.
Air Traveller.
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